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Is there a State Law on Body Camera Footage?
• No Specific Body Camera Footage Laws

1. Treat as Investigatory: several different ways; OR
2. Law Is Silent: sometimes because bills specific to 

body cameras were not passed by legislature
• Have Specific Body Camera Footage Laws

1. Default Rule
A. Always Release with some Exemptions
B. Never Release with some Exemptions

2. No Default Rule
A. just enumerated non-disclosures
B. just enumerated permissible disclosures
C. balancing test for disclosures

National Overview



No Specific Body Camera Footage Laws

● Treat as Type of Investigatory Record

○ Federal, Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Rhode 
Island, Vermont, West Virginia

● Law is Silent

○ Hawaii, Iowa, Montana, South Dakota

National Overview



No Specific Body Camera Footage Laws
Treat Video as Investigatory Record

● Most investigatory record exemptions exist to prevent interference with investigation

● Less about content, more about video’s role in investigation
○ Federal, Alaska, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island

○ Tuite v. Henry, 181 F.R.D. 175, 176-77 (D.D.C. 1998) (“qualified privilege designed to prevent 
disclosure of information that would be contrary to the public interest in the effective functioning of law 
enforcement.”)

● Must show HOW the disclosure would interfere with investigation
○ NY Lawyers for the Public Interest v. NYPD, 103 N.Y.S.3d 275, 284 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2019) (“this 

exception may not be applied simply because there is speculation that harm may result”)

National Overview



No Specific Body Camera Footage Laws
Treat Video as Investigatory Record

Withholding prevents disclosure of:
● Confidential source or technique: LA, ME, MD, NM, 

NY
● Those accused but not charged with crime: NM
● Victims of assault or sexual crimes: NM
● Unwarranted invasion of privacy: MD, NY
● Endanger law enforcement: ME, MD
● Endanger other people: MD, NY
● Juveniles: LA

National Overview



Specific Body Camera Footage Laws

1. Default Rule
A. Always release with some exemptions
B. Never release with some exemptions

2. No Default Rule
A. just enumerated exemptions
B. just enumerated permissible disclosures
C. balancing test

National Overview



Specific Body Camera Footage Laws WITH DEFAULT
When Default is Release the Record with Some Exemptions

California: 
● must disclose identity of crime suspects and their biological characteristics
● only way to withhold whole record is showing harm outweighs interest and 

harm cannot be mitigated by redaction

Wisconsin: 
● disclose unless depicts victim of sensitive or violent crime or place with 

reasonable expectation of privacy
● but can disclose even those scenes if the victim/family consents or public 

interest weighs in favor of disclosure but then must blur faces
National Overview



Specific Body Camera Laws WITH DEFAULT
When Default is Never Release the Record with Some Exemptions

Alabama: never disclose
Georgia: disclose only to next of kin, criminally accused or 
attorney with sworn affidavit civil case forthcoming
Nevada: disclose only if requested and redact per record laws 
or allow viewing but not copying
Oregon: disclose only if disclosure is in the public interest but 
faces must be made unidentifiable 
South Carolina: disclose only to video subject or if video is 
relevant to pending case National Overview



No Default Rule – Enumerated Exemptions
1 Interior of private business (OH)
1 Suicide (CT)
1 Grievous bodily harm (OH)
1 Nude body (OH)
1 Inside jail (KY)
1 Inside school (MO)
1 Officer on break or personal (CT)
1 Footage of misdemeanor no arrest (TX)
1 Discussion between officers (CT)
1 ID a victim (PA)
1 Special event: hostage, training (KY)
1 ID a mass violence victim (FL) 
1 ID someone not arrested or cited (OH)
1 Cannot disclose to police in some situations (AZ)
1 Use in misconduct investigation or reveal 

complainant (WA)
1 Violate FERPA (KY)
1 Violate CJS (KY)
1 Deprive of a fair trial (MI)
1 Related to civil action (MI)
1 Crime scene (ND)

2 Law enforcement 
officer dies (FL, OH)

2 Potential evidence in 
criminal case (PA, TX)

2 Interfere with law 
enforcement (MI, 
WA)

2 Disclose law 
enforcement 
technique (CT, MI)

2 Endanger someone 
(MI, MO)

National Overview



No Default Rule – Enumerated Permissible Disclosures
1 To anyone in interior location filmed (FL)
1 To family after 10 years (LA)
1 To anyone with conditions if “reasonably 

likely to bring shame or humiliation to a 
person of ordinary sensibilities” (MO)

1 Encounter resulting in felony (NH)
1 At law enforcement’s sole discretion (TX)
1 Complaint against law enforcement (WY)
1 Public safety requires disclosure (WY)

2 To owner of property 
seen in video (FL, MI) 

2 Use of firearm (IL, NH)
2 Bodily harm (IL, WY)
2 Any death (IL, WY)
2 Death of law 

enforcement (AK, IL)

Brief National Overview



No Default Rule – Balancing Test
Balancing test is the articulated position for seven states: AZ, CO, FL, IN, 
LA, NJ, NC

Matter of Custodial Law Enforcement Recording Sought by City of 
Greensboro, 833 S.E.2d 1 (N.C. Ct. App. 2019) (City’s governing council 
petitioned Court to view body camera video of a police incident.  Court 
granted viewing but prevented them from discussing it publicly)

City of Orlando v. Associated Press, No: 6:16-cv-1169-Orl-40DAB, 2016 
WL 4473185, *1 (M.D. Fla. June 25, 2016) (unreported) (pulse nightclub 
shooting; videos withheld during City and DOJ’s investigation)

National Overview



Maryland Redactions - REQUIRED
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Maryland Redactions
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Maryland Redactions
Sociological Exemption

Maryland Redactions

Maryland 
Redactions 
- REQUIRED



Maryland Redactions - REQUIRED

“The bottom line is that the PIA always defers to ‘other law.’ If other 
law requires that a public record be kept confidential, the record 
remains confidential under the PIA.”

Fields v. State, 432 Md. 650, 678 (2013) (McDonald, J., concurring)

Maryland Redactions



Maryland Redactions - REQUIRED
● Juvenile – Section 3-8A-27 of the Courts & Judicial Procedure Article

○ Determine if suspect, arrestee, defendant was under 18 at the time of the event
○ Determine if the event is one that would bring the juvenile to juvenile court
○ “contents may not be divulged, by subpoena or otherwise, except by order of the court upon good cause shown . . .” and the 

parent and relative identities shielded so juvenile cannot be identified
● Child Abuse or Neglect – Section 1-202 of the Human Services Article
● Expunged criminal records – Subtitle 1 of Title 10 of the Criminal Procedure Article

○ Determine if expunged by application, by order of Court, by operation of law because “arrests or confinements occurring on or
after October 1, 2007, a person who is arrested or confined by a law enforcement unit and then is released without being charged 
with the commission of a crime is entitled to expungement of all police records, including photographs and fingerprints, relating to 
the matter.” Md. Code, Crim. Pro., § 10-103.1

● Criminal History Record Information – Subtitle 2 of Title 10 of the Criminal Procedure Article
○ Determine if reportable event. Md. Code, Crim. Pro., § § 10-215, 10-219(a); COMAR 12.15.01.10. Ex: include arrest records, rap 

sheets, State Identification Number (SID), National Crime Information Center (NCIC) inquiries
● Shielded criminal records – Subtitle 3 of Title 10 of the Criminal Procedure Article

○ Determine if the body camera shows an event covered by this law and if a petition to shield was granted
○ Determine if the record is sought by someone still entitled to access (ex: certain licensing boards, certain family law reasons,

certain employers if the person will work with children, vulnerable adults or in healthcare) 
● Drivers’ License Soundex Numbers – Federal Driver Privacy Protection Act of 1994
(*These are some frequent examples and not a complete list)

Maryland Redactions



Maryland Redactions

“It should go without saying that, although not enumerated specifically, 
the Constitution of Maryland, Maryland Declaration of Rights, and 
Constitution of the United States of America are potential sources of 
law that could create exemptions to the MPIA.”

Police Patrol Sec. Sys. v. Prince George’s County, 378 Md. 702, 715 n5 
(2003).

Maryland Redactions



Maryland Redactions - REQUIRED

Even where there is a legitimate government purpose in creating a 
video, it can violate the Fourth Amendment to release that video 
footage to the public. 

Wilson v. Layne, 526 U.S. 603, 613 (1999)
ü third party presence during serving a warrant could help manage police 

misconduct
ü video footage taken by police such as dash board cameras
X violation of the Fourth Amendment prohibition of unreasonable searches 

and seizures by allowing third-party to view video of serving warrant

Maryland Redactions



Maryland Redactions - PERMISSIBLE

INVESTIGATORY RECORDS*
Release of the document or information within the document is not 
in the public interest when disclosure would:

(1) interfere with a valid and proper law enforcement proceeding
(2) deprive another person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication
(3) constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy
(4) disclose the identity of a confidential source
(5) disclose an investigative technique or procedure
(6) prejudice an investigation; or
(7) endanger the life or physical safety of an individual

Maryland Redactions
* There are 10 + permissible exemptions in the PIA, but this is usually the only one that applies to 
body camera footage



Redaction Methods
California: Nat’l Lawyers Guild v. City of Hayward, 464 P.3d 594, 608 (Cal. 2020) (“As Hayward 
notes, to delete the exempt data, Perez separated the audio and visual material, spliced out 
the exempt data from each set of material, and then saved the redacted video as a new MP4.  
But in video-editing terms, what Perez did was not substantively different from using an 
electronic tool to draw black boxes over exempt material contained in a document in 
electronic format.”)

Nevada: if cannot make the necessary redaction, the person can view but not copy 

New York: Time Warner v. NYPD, 36 N.Y.S.3d 579, 595 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2016) (“The NYPD cannot 
intentionally fail to update its technology during the procurement process for the BWC 
program and simultaneously rely on outdated software as the reason to deny a FOIL request.”   
The Court ordered that “a hearing shall be held forthwith on the issues of the NYPD’s current 
technology, the costs of associated with procuring software that would make performing 
necessary redactions possible and the extent to which that software would decrease the time 
required to perform the redactions.”)

Maryland Redactions



Cost to Government Not Automatically Fee Charged

“appellees considered no more than the expense to the City of 
locating and duplicating the documents…, and the perceived 
ability of the appellee, as an employee of a Baltimore 
newspaper, to pay the City’s projected fee.”

Mayor and City Council of Baltimore v. Burke, 67 Md.App. 147, 157 (1986)
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Cost to Government – Example paper records

Cost
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Cost Was Nearly Double Fees Charged

Cost



Questions?

Hilary.Ruley@baltimorecity.gov


